
 

 

Aviation is proof that given the 

will, we have the capacity to 

achieve the impossible.



COMMERCIAL PILOT LICENSE – CPL

The Commercial Pilot License allows you to fly an aircraft for compensation or hire. This is also the 

minimum license requirement for employment as a pilot or become a flight instructor. Commercial pilots 

can also be paid for certain types of operations, such as banner towing, agricultural applications, and 

photography.

Minimum requirements to obtain a Commercial Pilot License are:

•   Be at least 18 years of age

•   Be able to read, speak, write and understand the English language fluently

•   Obtain at least a second class medical certificate from an Aviation Medical Examiner

•   Pass a computerized aeronautical knowledge test

•   Accumulate and log a specified amount of training and experience under Part 61, Title 14 of the Code of       

    Federal Regulations (CFR) section 61.129

•   Pass an oral test and flight test administered by an FAA inspector or designated examiner

* Subject to flying weather availability and student aptitude

The minimum required time for the Commercial Pilot License is  under CFR 14 Part 61.250 Hours

Course Duration: 6 – 8 months*

If you would like additional information on course price and relevant details, please contact us.

College Credits for Bachelors Degree in Aviation is available through this course.

 



FLIGHT DISPATCH PROGRAMME
The Airline Dispatcher also known as Flight Dispatcher or flight operations officer is one of the best paid 

and exciting jobs in the aviation industry. Every airline requires aircraft dispatchers just as much as pilots 

for flight operations. With an Aircraft Dispatcher Certificate, the career opportunities open up worldwide!  

Upon graduation from Flight School and acquiring your Aircraft Dispatcher Certificate, you will be ready to 

work in an airline, sharing command decisions with an airline captain.

Some of the responsibilities and job description of a Flight Dispatcher are

•   Responsible for planning and monitoring the progress of a flight journey

•   Dispatcher is legally responsible for the safety of a flight along with the pilot in command

•   Has the authority to delay, divert or cancel a flight

•   Most commercial operations require both the flight dispatcher and pilot in command combined to 

     authorize and release a flight

•    A flight dispatcher is required to demonstrate extensive knowledge of aviation comparable to the 

     Captain of an aircraft holding an Airline Transport Pilot License, which is the highest pilot license 

     achievable.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

•   Minimum educational qualification is a 12th standard or equivalent.

•   Be able to read, speak, write and understand the English language fluently.
 
Course Description

The Aircraft /Flight Dispatcher course contains the same syllabus and subjects covered in the Airline 

Transport Pilot License (ATPL). One must keep in mind when pilots train they have over 2 years from the 

commencement of flight training to achieving an ATPL. Whereas, all this theory is compressed into a 

course with 3 months duration. This course has a steep learning curve from start to finish and requires 

dedication and commitment for course completion. 



Most people dream about pursuing an education abroad. The desire to travel is always strong whether 

it’s the fascination to study advanced courses, learn about sophisticated technologies or make an avenue 

for a great career. However, many students face various difficulties while planning a career. They usually 

choose a path with the intent to work in the field of their study. It’s only towards the completion of the 

course, the reality, that there are few to nil jobs available, smacks them hard. A few of the students 

hesitantly agree to further study abroad but end up hitting rock bottom. This is mainly because they do not 

know how to choose the right path nor have a trustworthy source to guide them in the right direction. 

At Elevate consultancy, we believe that we would be able to help prospective students to achieve their 

dreams. From our personal experience and understanding of the job market, we will be able to suggest the 

right courses based on the individual’s interest, post-study perspective and financial strength to pursue 

higher studies.
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